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Navigate Data  
Compliance With Ease
Privitar Data Compliance Navigator streamlines 
compliance steps to accelerate data access
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Global laws and regulations governing data privacy, 
protection, and security continue to evolve 
and come into effect, creating challenges for 
organizations that want to put data in the hands  
of users. ”By 2024, government regulations requiring 
organizations to provide free and accessible consumer privacy 
rights will grow to cover five billion citizens and more than 70% of 
global GDP” 1. 

Privitar Data Compliance Navigator (DCN) helps organizations 
grasp their exposure to data compliance laws, principles, and 
practices across multiple jurisdictions. Automated regulatory 
intelligence and compliance steps make it easier for organizations 
to provision data without compromising compliance.

1  Gartner Research, Hype Cycle for Privacy 2022, Bernard Woo and Bart Willemsen, Aug 2022

“Compliance with data regulations is 
mission critical for our business and 
maintaining our customers’ trust. 
Privitar Data Compliance Navigator 
simplified compliance, supported 
expansion of our business operations 
into new markets, and saved us 
significant time and legal fees.”

Gavin Dein                                                       
Founder and CEO of Reward

Eli 
Data Solutions Lead

Paul 
Data Privacy Legal

Ellie 
External Lawyer

Request for approval 
to use data

Analysis of request to 
use data

Additional legal 
input requested

Time and cost incurred  
2 to 30+ weeks 

$5,000 - $100,000+ per request

Eli 
Data Solutions Lead

Request for approval 
to use data

Review time incurred: 
immediate

With Privitar Data Compliance Navigator

Accelerate compliant data use  
Many organizations turn to costly law firms to advise on data compliance. In this 
approach, the crucial compliance knowledge remains siloed in legal or compliance 
functions, or within external law firms, at arm’s length from the business functions 
that need it most. Business processes and decision-making slow down, introducing 
inefficiencies and delays no organization can afford. 

DCN takes the time and cost out of efforts to understand and implement data 
compliance steps for any given project.

Today’s typical approval journey
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Actionable compliance steps in 
moments
DCN automatically calculates and communicates the compliance steps 
needed to meet relevant data compliance rules. DCN’s rules engine 
contains the regulatory and legal requirements for data usage and cross-
border transfer by purpose and jurisdiction, codified by experienced legal 
professionals with expertise in data privacy regulations.

Users describe their intended use of data in a simple web-based interface 
and DCN immediately calculates an assessment of risks and the steps to 
ensure compliance. Intuitive case management workflows enable sharing and 
reuse of knowledge. Actionable compliance steps easily translate to access 
and privacy policies for use in the Privitar Modern Data Provisioning Platform.
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For data consumers
DCN shows analysts and data scientists how factors like purpose and location 
impact the compliance risk related to their projects. Compliance steps are 
transparent and digestible.

For data owners
DCN provides business users with an understanding of risks and data 
compliance steps related to the data assets they want to share.

For data guardians
DCN gives compliance teams actionable compliance steps to inform the 
access and privacy policies they put in place before granting access to data.

“Privitar’s pragmatic, commercial and 
deep-rooted knowledge of data privacy 
makes it a perfect fit for our team’s 
increasing demand for expertise in this 
area.”

Head of Legal at leading care provider
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Data Compliance Navigator at work
Use DCN to accelerate data operations across your organization and beyond.
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Data sharing and transfer
Support data sharing across global operations:

•  Understand the implications of complex and ever-evolving data  
transfer rules, such as Schrems II

•  Determine the compliance rules and specific steps needed to  
move data appropriately

Project due diligence
Enable data-driven, cloud, and digital transformation strategies:

•  Understand the organization’s exposure to risk for every  
data-driven project

•  Describe the parameters of a project and immediately see the  
compliance steps needed to execute successfully

Trusted advisor
Provide your clients with accurate data compliance 
considerations:

•  Analyze and advise on the compliance implications of 
collaborating  
with a third party

•  Win and retain business as the partner best placed to navigate  
compliance risks

Permissibility of use     

Navigating data compliance requirements around the world and confirming 
permissibility

Understanding requirements across:     

• Regions (e.g. EU GDPR)

• Countries (e.g. Brazil’s LGPD, Canada’s PIPEDA, UK’s GDPR)

• States and provinces (e.g. California’s CCPA, Canadian provincial laws and 
regulations)

• Industry requirements (e.g. US HIPAA, bank secrecy rules, sectoral data 
sovereignty requirements)
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Advisory services
Privitar’s data compliance advisory team provides counsel to some of the world’s 
largest companies, across multiple sectors and working within roles ranging across 
data privacy and protection, policy, regulatory compliance, cybersecurity, digital 
technology, and business management. Privitar is uniquely placed to deliver data 
compliance programs that address the complexity associated with data privacy, 
protection, and security.

“The depth and breadth of relevant 
experience in this field make Privitar an 
exceptional partner, trusted in handling 
the challenging compliance matters 
essential to the operation and growth of 
our business.”

CEO at a leading care provider
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Privitar does not provide or offer formal legal or other advice. You should not rely on any of its content as 

formal legal advice. Privitar should be viewed as providing practical advice based upon data compliance 

requirements around the world. You should consult your legal advisor for formal legal advice and Privitar 

does not accept any liability to any person who does rely on the content of this as formal legal advice.

Copyright © 2022 Privitar Limited. All rights reserved. Privitar is a trademark of Privitar Ltd.

About Privitar

Privitar is a proven data security solution for responsible data analytics. We help companies get 
the greatest possible value from sensitive data, without compromising on compliance or custom-
er trust. We provide genuine self-service access to data by streamlining sophisticated data pro-
tections within data operations and automating workflows that get all their different stakeholders 
working together effectively.

For more information, visit www.privitar.com.


